Future-proof
your IT skills
The network is facing its biggest
transformation yet.
Are you ready to become the
connector this industry needs?

As networks become programmable and
software-defined, IT teams need professionals
who can connect network engineering,
software development, and cybersecurity to
create integrated, secure, and automated
infrastructures to pave the way for new
innovations.
The future of our automated, digital world
depends on IT professionals with these
integrated skills.
Will you join the digital transformation that is
changing the world?

What is infrastructure automation?
Imagine shortening reaction times and creating a faster,
more efficient and more secure IT infrastructure - with
just a few lines of code.
Infrastructure automation makes it possible. By
connecting the domains of software development and
network engineering, automation improves efficiency
and cybersecurity, all while paving the way for further
innovation of systems and processes across the IT
landscape.

What is DevNet Associate?
Are you ready to lead the transformation of the network?
DevNet Associate is a certification-aligned, career-ready
course that gives you hands-on, practical experience
you can use to become a pioneer within the field of
infrastructure automation.
In this course, you will learn foundational skills and
knowledge that will allow you to develop automated,
software-driven networks that can continuously adapt for
business needs and transform the IT infrastructure.
By the end of the course, you’re prepped to take the
Cisco Certified DevNet Associate certification exam and
gain industry-recognized certification straight away.

Build your software
skills to automate the
IT infrastructure and
create imaginative new
innovations in your field

The DevNet
Certification Program
DevNet Associate is the first step
in a larger certification program
designed to validate key software
skills for a new kind of IT professional. A DevNet
Associate certification demonstrates your career-ready
skills for entry-level roles, plus it’s your foundation if
your choose to pursue higher-level certification and
further expand your job prospects.

Is DevNet Associate for you?
The DevNet Associate course is designed
specifically for students. Learn from easy-tounderstand examples and concepts, as well as
practical, hands-on exercises with 100% free,
virtual equipment.

Keep your skills modern,
sharp, and ahead of industry
trends

Learn in your own time and
your own style - online or at
an institution

Become directly connected
with opportunities to earn the
industry-recognized Cisco
Certified DevNet Associate
certification and get priority
access to job opportunities

Future-proof your career in IT - learn
skills that allow you to add unique value to
your team, organization and projects, and
become a differentiator in your field!

Ready to start?
Find a course at a learning institution near
you or enroll online today.
www.netacad.com
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